In this paper, a new robust digital image watermarking algorithm which was based on singular value decomposition (SVD) and discrete wavelet transform (DWT) was proposed and simulated for protecting real property rights. A gray scale logo image, rather than a randomly generated Gaussian noise type watermark, was used as a watermark. Its embedding algorithm hid a watermark LL sub-band blocks in the low-low (LL) and high-high (HH) sub-bands of a target non-overlapping block of the host image by modifying singular values (SVs) on SVD version of these blocks. A semi-blind watermark extraction algorithm was designed to estimate the original coefficients. Experimental results showed that the proposed scheme made significant improvements in terms of both transparency and robustness and was superior to the existing methods which were considered in this paper.
INTRODUCTION
With the rapid spread of multimedia and networking technologies, digital media are easily copied and rapidly distributed over the Internet [1] . Illegal copying and modifying, copyright protection, and property rights of digital media have started to be challenging. Digital watermarking as the process of embedding a secret signal in the original data provides a solution for these problems in multimedia data [2] .
There are two main requirements for digital watermarking: transparency and robustness.
Transparency means that human visual system should not be able to take cognizance of the watermark in a watermarked image [3] . In other words, perceptual similarity between the original and watermarked versions of the cover objects is called transparency [4] . Also, watermarks can be removed by intentional and unintentional attacks such as scaling, rotation, or common image processing operations. Therefore, a watermark should be robust and remain detectable after such attacks. In other words, the ability to detect the watermark after performing common operations, such as compression, printing, geometric distortion on watermarked contents, is called robustness [5] .
Watermarking can be performed in spatial or transform domains. Spatial domain schemes embed the watermark by directly changing the pixel values of the original image. Examples of spatial domain methods can be found in [6, 7] . On the other hand, transform domain methods embed the watermark by changing the coefficients in a transform domain; for example, discrete cosine transform (DCT) [8] , discrete Fourier transform (DFT) [9] , discrete wavelet transform (DWT) [10, 11] , and singular value decomposition (SVD).
The SVD-based watermarking is one of the most powerful watermarking schemes. In the literature, watermarking algorithms based on SVD insert the watermark in different ways. The simplest embedding scheme consists in adding the SVs of the watermark image by modifying the SVs of the host image. The first SVD-based watermarking algorithm was introduced by Liu et al. [12] . It performs two times of the SVD transformation during embedding phase and hides the watermark in the SVs of the SVD-domain image. Although this method performs well on transparency and robustness but it still has two weaknesses. First, the method needs highly computational complexity due to two times of SVD during the watermark-embedding phase. Second, it requires original images during the watermark-extraction phase. Accordingly, this method fails to overcome the falsepositive problem [13] . Chandra [14] introduced a robust method by embedding SVs of the watermark in the SVs of the host image. 1n 2007, Li et al. [15] proposed a hybrid DWT-SVD domain watermarking scheme considering the properties of human visual system (HVS). After decomposing the host image into four sub-bands in the DWT domain, they applied SVD to each sub-band and embedded SVs of the watermark in the sub-bands. The embedding robustness was determined by a human visual model. Bhatnagar et al. [10] introduced a semi-blind reference watermarking scheme based on DWT-SVD for copyright protection and authenticity. They embedded watermark in the reference image by modifying the SVs of reference image using the SVs of the watermark image. Although these methods have high robustness against attacks but still unresolved false-positive problem. To improve robustness of Liu's proposed model, Aslantas [16] and Lai [17] have presented a new model using genetics algorithm, in which watermark embedding is the same as Liu's and only robustness of the mentioned model is increased by genetic algorithm.
All the models investigated here, embed only the SVs of the watermark image into the SVs of the host image. This strategy leads to the false-positive detection problem. False-positive detection problem occurs when a specific watermark is extracted from a content in which a different watermark is embedded and thus an ambiguous situation is developed. This issue does not allow for solving real property rights.
In general, SVD-based watermarking methods which embed the SVs of the watermark into the SVs of the host image are considered invertible schemes [3] .
Therefore, this embedding method not only does not solve the property right problem, but also makes another problem. Thus, watermark embedding should be in a way that it would be impossible to extract false-positive watermarks.
As a result, Muhammad et al. [3] proposed a watermarking model which solved the false-positive problem. Given the host image A and visual watermark W, the main step of Mohammad's embedding algorithm can be explained in the following: Attend that the scaling factor, α, is a scalar constant value. To extract the watermark from a possibly distorted watermarked image , their algorithm proceeds as follows: 1. Obtain the corrupted matrix as (4) 2. Reverse step 2 of the embedding procedure to get a possibly distorted watermark W * as follows:
This method can easily solve the false-positive problem in [12] ; but, robustness and transparency are still a big problem.
Watermarking should be solve False-Positive problem in addition to being robust and transparent; in SVD-based watermarking methods, robustness and transparency are controlled by scaling factor (SF). In most of the proposed models, SF is selected as a constant between 0 and 1. Although all watermarks are embedded in a host image, different watermarks need different SFs. Thus, selecting an appropriate SF in SVD-based watermarking is very important and using different SFs for watermarking leads to obtaining transparent and robust watermarks.
Consequently, it motivated us to design a new SVD-DWT based watermarking scheme, which possesses high robustness and high transparency.
In this paper, a combination of SVD and DWT methods is used to present an optimal watermarking method. In this method, first, watermark and host images are taken to discrete wavelet transform domain and then HH and LL sub-bands of the host image are blocked and SVD is applied to each block of the host image. Afterward, blocks of LL sub-band of the watermark image are embedded in the singular values of the blocks of the host image and a different SF is used for each blocks.
Using this method, it was expected to obtain a robust watermark image owing to using DWT and different SFs for each block and, because embedding blocks of LL sub-band of watermark image, forging the watermarked image would be impossible. Therefore, false-positive detection problem was solved. Also, transparency of the watermarked image was expected to increase due to the combination of SVD and DWT and watermark embedding method.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the background knowledge involved in this paper. Section 3 explains selecting a suitable scaling factor. Section 4 introduces the proposed scheme. The experimental results described in section 5. The comparison and conclusion are discussed in sections 6 and 7, respectively.
BACKGROUND

SINGULAR VALUE DECOMPOSITION
In linear algebra, SVD is a famous method for decomposing a rectangular matrix, real or complex. From the perspective of image processing an image can be viewed as a matrix with non-negative numeric entries. SVD on image A with size L×K is defined in the following way by (6) :
Where U and V are called left and right singular vectors and T represents the conjugate transpose operation. Matrix S is a singular value and diagonal matrix with non-negative real numbers.
DWT
One of the main challenges of the watermarking problem is in obtaining a better tradeoff between robustness and perceptivity. DWT is highly preferred, because it provides both simultaneous spatial localization and frequency spread of the watermark within the host image [18] . By applying the DWT, an image is decomposed into four sub-bands. The most important part of the image resides in the LL sub-band that includes low frequency wavelet coefficients. Edges and details are usually in the high frequency sub-bands. DWT is superior to other translations due to the characteristics of multi-resolution and excellent image localization, similar to HVS.
SELECTING A SUITABLE SCALING FACTOR
Scaling factor is a numerical factor that controls the transparency and robustness of watermarked images in SVD-based watermarking schemes. The smallest problem which occurs in SVD-based watermarking schemes is related to transparency, because scaling factors have been usually selected in the range of 0 to 1 (0<α<1) in most of the previous studies. Selecting a suitable scaling factor is one of the most challenging steps in SVD-based watermarking and the selected scaling factor is generally a constant scalar number. FIGURE 1. Transparency of watermarked image for several scaling factor FIGURE 1 shows the PSNR of the watermarked image for several different scaling factors and FIGURE 2 demonstrate the correlation coefficient of the extracted watermark for several different scaling factors. These figures represent that the higher the scaling factor, the less the robustness and, consequently, the higher the invisibility of the watermark would be.
Therefore, selecting a suitable scaling factor is one of the major challenges in SVD-based watermarking schemes. A number which could balance the robustness and transparency of the watermarked image and cannot be easily guessed by an attacker should be selected for this factor. 
PROPOSED METHOD
In this section, we present proposed algorithm. Without less of generality, assume the size of the watermark W to be equal to the size of the original image A.
WATERMARK EMBEDDING ALGORITHM
The following steps summarize the embedding algorithm for the proposed method 
EXPERIMENTAL RESULT
This section presents the experimental setup and results of the SVD-DWT-based image watermarking. In order to investigate the proposed watermarking algorithm, MATLAB platform was used and a number of experiments were performed on different images with the size of 256×256, namely Lena, Baboon and Elaine. The watermark image was a gray scale logo of size 256×256. The similarity between W (original watermark) and W * (extracted watermark) can be measured by means of normalized correlation coefficient, defined as:
Quality of the watermarked image can be estimated using peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) in (13) .
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, Where, A and A w are the original host image and watermarked image, respectively. FIGURE 4 illustrates the results of watermarking using the proposed method and FIGURE 4 (a) and (b) display the original host image and watermark image, respectively. The watermarked image is shown in FIGURE 4 (c) . The PSNR value between the original host image and watermarked image was 36.20; i.e. quality of the watermarked image was acceptable and it was invisible for the human vision.
FIGURE 4 (d) shows the extracted watermark for LL and HH sub-bonds. Since the watermark was embedded for 2 sub-bonds, at the watermark detection stage, two extracted watermarks were obtained. The correlation coefficients of the 1 st and 4 th quadrant were 1. Based on these values, the extracted watermark was the same as that of the original watermark image.
5.1.FALSE-POSITIVE DETECTION TEST FOR THE PROPOSED METHOD
As stated in [19, 20] the major flaw in the watermarking schemes of SVD-based images occurs by embedding SVs of watermark into host images. Consider two matrices A and B and apply SVD to them;
, and . If SVs of these two matrices are replaced, then:
, and . Accordingly, false-positive extraction problem will always occur in SVD-based watermarking schemes that embed only SVs of watermark in the host image. In fact, SVs U and V own a large part of image information [20] . For watermark extraction phase, Liu's algorithm requires SVs of watermark image i.e. U w and V w to be available.
It can be shown that, using the pair of SVD reference watermark (U w , V w ) at extraction stage, false-positive detection will be a probability of one. In other words, SVs of each counterfeit watermark at the extraction stage can be used to claim that this watermark is an embedded one. As can be observed, in Liu and Tan's scheme, an attacker can easily prove its claim.
In this paper, a reliable DWT-SVD-based watermarking scheme was proposed for solving the problem which occurred in [12] . In this scheme, the LH w , HL w , and HH w sub-bands of the embedded watermark were recorded for the extractions stage. If an attacker claimed the ownership of the watermarked image with another counterfeit watermark image, and using the LH, HL, HH sub-bonds of DWT reference counterfeit watermark image, the result of watermark extraction process would be the embedded watermark image and thus the attacker's claim would fail.
As can be observed, in the proposed method, the attacker's claim was rejected and false-positive extraction became impossible. In this method, only the embedded watermark image was extracted.
ROBUSTNESS TEST FOR PROPOSED METHOD
In order to demonstrate the robustness of the proposed watermarking algorithm, the watermarked image was attacked by a variety of attacks, namely filtering, noise addition, histogram equalization, cropping, and JPEG compression. After these attacks on the watermarked image, the extracted logo was compared with the original watermark by normalized correlation metric, while PSNR metric was used As can be seen, attacks only degrading the watermarked image and extracted watermark images quality and couldn't removed embedded watermark. Therefore proposed method is more robust against attacks.
COMPRESSION
This section compares the proposed algorithm with the existing SVD-based methods including two SVD-based methods [3, 21] and Lin's method [8] which was developed in DCT domain. TABLE 2 presents the visual-perception comparison for the extracted watermarks retrieved by the four methods while taking Baboon image as the investigated images. As can be observed in the extracted watermark, the proposed algorithm proved to be much more robust than other three. FIGURE 5 depicts the comparison result between the correlation coefficient of the proposed method and other three methods [3, 8, 21] . As can be seen in the FIGURE 5 and TABLE 2, the proposed algorithm proved to be much more robust than the Mohammad's method and other two methods. 
CONCLUSION
This paper has presented a SVD-DWT scheme, which was a semi-blind block-based watermarking technique for protecting real property rights of images. In this method, first, watermark and host images were taken to discrete wavelet transform domain and then HH and LL sub-bands of the host image were blocked and SVD was applied to each block of the host image. Afterward, LL sub-band blocks of the watermark image were embedded in the singular values of the blocks of the host image and a different SF was used for each block.
Using DWT and different SFs for each block increased its robustness and falsepositive detection problem was solved by watermark embedding of LL sub-band blocks. Further, transparency of the watermarked image was improved owing to the combination of SVD and DWT and also using watermark embedding method.
It was shown that the algorithm was reliable. Also, simulations showed that the proposed method was robust against the most common attacks. Additionally, the proposed method solved the false-positive detection problem occurring in most SVD-based methods. Comparison with different algorithms exhibited that the proposed algorithm was more robust. Lin [8] Jain [21] Mohammad [3] Attacks Sedigeh Razavi Babakalak, Mohammad Ali Balafar, Ali Farzan A new DWT-SVD based robust watermarking scheme for real property rights
